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Dear Readers,

The independence issue 2017 of Syncmag is the wave 
of freedom, style, and fashion and definitely is not to 
be ignored. The Incomparable JUSTIN TRUDEAU, 
Canadian PM, rocked his desi kurta attire on The India 
Day Parade conducted by ICO, which is highlighted 
especially in our latest issue. While multiple events 
marked the 71th anniversary of India’s independence 
and were held on the first Sunday following August 
15, the India Day Unity Parade in Montreal was the 
one that drew the Prime Minister. SYNCMAG gives 
you all the high moments of the event.
Syncmag also got the wonderful opportunity to talk to 
Montreal’s one of the most successful and humble as 
ever politician MARY DEROS, who gave us the chance 
to see her charismatic persona. We talked with her 
personally and about her socio-political life too. You 
will definitely get to know about her love for family 
and more!
As per the back to school season, our editors have 
explained the ways to motivate your child for the 
school again. Enjoy the latest fashion ideas, the style, 
the glam, the knowledge and most importantly health 
aspects!
The real story behind the walls of two controversial 
Asian countries and how the hatred is romanticized is 
presented to you.
Enjoy this issue!

Syncmag Team
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THE INSIDE OF THE HATRED

They say war could happen anytime with a flash between the countries globally recognized very divisive. We’re at a time in 
our history wherein a small spark can lead to a war or there can be continuous violence on both sides of the border. This is 
something which is unlikely to stop anytime soon in spite of how much ever the two-suffering once together parties try to 
silence this diplomatically. What we need to realize is amidst everything, is it that people across the border hate each other 
as much as the media tries to romanticize the hatred? The two heated nations of the era known to be very controversial 
with each other not only have their independence days side by side but also the land.
 
Why’s there hatred amongst people on both sides? We’re unaware of how similar or dissimilar people on the other side of 
the border are. There’s a myth about most things, and most common things is common amongst the commoners in the 
most common(dense) residing place on Earth and we’ve failed to realize this for long.

Pakistan and India Peace Potential

Sync Feature
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Let’s talk with the very first subject that is there hatred amongst 
‘people’ of India and Pakistan. The very first misconception 
amongst all of us is the word ‘people’. A one word answer 
to that is that it’s not people it’s the political norms and 
only some great enmity idiots and of course the media who 
motivates the hate feels even more. We just talk about the 
war between these two countries but what we forget is that 
does really the people inside, the real commoners  who live 
in India or in Pakistan, do they really want a war? Man! it 
is just the outside, the exposure  which is shown to us we 
don’t really know what actually goes inside of a nation , the 
common people ,in streets , the middle class people, the 
upper class people , the lower class people. We just get to 
see what media portrays us. We just get to see what political 
news or talk-show show us. We don’t know what a common 
man of a country can think of both the sides and what he/
she want. Yes , I admit we get passionate when a cricket 
match happens and who doesn’t want to defeat the opposite 
specially when media makes fun of the looser and people 
find it really entertaining. It’s very obvious that at such times 
we feel we are very rivaling to each other but when you really 
dig it inside your heart; you get to think that people on both 
the ends are just like us. Why we could want to disturb the 
peace of people who are just like us. They do everything 
like us. Even the speaking manner is same. Languages are 
named different but sound same. We can communicate with 
each other so easily. What I think and what a survey around 
people would tell you is that people don’t hate each other 
as the world shows you in fact they have empathies and a 
sense of harmony for each other. Most of the population you 
will find is who feels the people of that country are same like 
us then why we want a war? 

There’s only one thing that is destroying and convincing a 
mind of an individual to have a bit hatred feelings for the 
other country and that is “media and its role”. There are only 
some places in which there is pure and significant hatred 
for the other country and they want to raise voice for the 
misconceptions and create a huge talk and get it to the 
media. I believe there are only some people who have the real 
hatred, but most of them want to be connected in a peaceful 
environment even if the borders are not connected. We feel 
we should be connected in some way, not necessarily border 

and that is what a conclusion can tell you that it’s not people 
it’s the extremist religion blinded people who have immense 
hatred or the political parties somewhat.

What we are not seeing is the peace behind the doors people 
want to keep between each other. The inside of the dilemma, 
the reality behind the state of affairs, the enigma of the false 
fire spread amongst these two countries. World wants peace 
and people want peace. They want good communication, 
good interaction and healthy positive vibes. This is what we 
are not able to observe. 

The most common thing I found during my survey and 
interaction, through social chats was that people of both 
countries are really very interested to talk to each other and 
get to know each other and find how they think of both of their 
countries. I found a sense of love, a sense of togetherness, 
a sense of kindness in both of the people. Media where 
conveys dreadful vibes among us can also make a peaceful 
sagacity among both of the people of the countries.

An article by Mahnoor Suleman

Sync Feature
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A Positive Atmosphere
A positive atmosphere is necessary for your child to be always 
happy and more hopeful in every situation. The kid or teen in 
your house can inadvertently be very negative about going back 
to school, getting up daily and facing the regular norms every 
day. Make the environment more enthusiastic with a good attitude 

towards your child. Show them some excitement and fun things to do!

A gift may put a big smile on your kid’s face such as a good brand bag, 
goodies, accessories which are really helpful for them. This indirectly will 
make them more excited and so ready to go to school again.

Provide A Unique Gift For 
Another Start

Sync Young

HOW TO MOTIVATE
YOUR KID FOR

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SEASON      
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Excite Your Children For 
Their Future Goals

Create A Calendar To 
Make Them Feel Easy

Inspire your child to be big when he grows up , try showing them places 
i.e factories, doctor offices, police stations, through them you can hype 

your child to work hard in future for their studies to turn into something iconic or maybe to be 
someone one can be proud of. 

Each day, create an activity day that will get your child 
excited about the new school year. For example, create a 
craft that will help him or her imagine what their school 
year will be like. Take him or her shopping at favorite 
stores to pick out new clothes, shoes and supplies.

Showing your children some successful people who established 
themselves and became famous, they maybe favorite too of your child 
can help you make your child realize the importance of education.

Make Them Believe The 
Importance Of Education

Sync Young
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Mary 
Deros 

Sync Rendezvous

Mary Deros,  a Municipal Politician of Montreal,   is the motive 
of one  of the political aspirations through which society and 
community has  prevailed to grow strong and adapt different 
cultural diversities within Montreal. She has been a source of 
great political administration and  was responsible for sports, 
recreation and social development, cultural  inclination and 
youth responsibility programs as member of the executive  
committee from the beginning of her political career in 1998.

She has shown great sensitivity towards the citizens of 
Montreal of all  ages and backgrounds.  Her sincerity, and warm 
personality make her  approachable.  She always makes time 
for citizens to ask questions or exchange with her.

Since her first mandate, there is a great improvement in her 
district making it a popular district where people want to move 
to.

Mary Deros was re-elected for a fifth term in the 2013 municipal  
election for team Denis Coderre. She holds the following  
responsibilities since then:  Associate Counselor to the Mayor 
of  Montreal, Deputy Mayor of the City of Montréal. City 
Councilor District  Park-Extension, and is also the Chair of 
the Urban Planning AdvisoryCommittee, CCU.

Mary Deros is known as 
charismatic pragmatist with 
a personality that pleasantly 

enriches everyone.
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EXCLUSIVE TALK WITH

Montreal’s favourite socio-cultural 
politician, who has been winning 
people’s hearts for decades. Her 

empathetic nature and humbleness 
has earned her the title of “The 

People’s Person”

MARY DEROS

Mary: The moment when I held my first child in my arms 
after giving birth, then my second, and then my third child.  
Holding these little miracles in my arms, being a mother to my children is the best achievement in my life, 
so it is a personal and family achievement.

Syncmag: Tell us about the moment when you have 
been most satisfied in your life. Was it a professional 
achievement or family?

Mary: Having a supportive family is important.  My mother helped me a lot when I first made the jump into 
municipal politics in 1998 but she passed away 12 years ago.  My husband supported and encouraged 
me from the beginning, and my children understand my passion to serve and have always worked on my 
campaign during election time.

Syncmag: You are Wife, a successful mother and busy politician. What is the key to create a precise 
work life balance between your professional & domestic life?

Mary: Unconditional love and support! To encourage our children to be the best they can. To respect their 
elders and to help those in need; to be generous and volunteer to help others.

Syncmag: Mothers makes generations. What are the traits and qualities you think are important to be 
nurtured in children?

We must learn to integrate into the society that we have 
adopted (or vice versa).  We must learn to respect the 

local laws and regulations, to respect our environment and 
our neighbors.

“ “
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Sync Rendezvous

Mary: My personal priority is to spend more time 
with family and friends because life is passing by 
very fast.
My professional priorities are to continue to serve 
my citizens as there are still many projects to be 
realized in Park-Extension such as pedestrian 
safety, social housing, street repairs, renewal of 
parks, beautification of the neighborhood, etc.

Syncmag: What are your personal and 
professional priorities for the years ahead?

Mary: We all have similarities.  My parents as 
most families who come to Canada came here 
to secure a better future for their family.  They 
worked hard, built the house I still live in and 
made sure my brother and I had an education.  
Yes, it was difficult for them at first since they did 
not speak English or French.  However, thanks to 
the Greek Community groups and the church we 
had the necessary support from the members of 
our community.

Syncmag: your parents were immigrants. Such 
migrations have their own emotional, personal 
and economical costs. What will you suggest 
to impute harmony, tolerance & brotherhood in 
the diverse communities of Canada?

Mary: Yes, I understand it is difficult and frustrating 
at times, but we do have an aging underground 
infrastructure.  The Coderre administration has 
worked hard to identify the weakest areas, and 
has invested massively in reconstructing our 
underground water and sewer systems in order to 
avoid further damages. 

Syncmag: Many ongoing projects at same time 
in Montreal are also creating stress & anxiety 
among residents. What can be done to mitigate 
these adverse repercussions of infrastructure 
development?

Mary: I like rhythm and blues, soul music. But
I also like listening to instrumental music when
I need to just relax.  

Syncmag: Singing is your hobby, what kind of 
music captivates you? 

Mary: I enjoy being with people, and learning about 
the different cultures, their music, their heritage and 
their religion.  I also have a very understanding and 
supportive family which helps me to incorporate 
these events into my agenda.

Syncmag: How do you find time to manage to 
attend so many different events seamlessly?

Mary: The cultures, the food, the folklore, the 
lifestyles, the religions...they are all so different 
and yet very similar.  I enjoy learning about them 
as it helps me better understand our diversity.

Syncmag: Being your exposure to versatile 
cultures, what attracts you most about any 
specific one?

We are blessed to live in 
a country that permits us 
to maintain our language, 

and our religion, to 
walk free and not be 

afraid, to live in a secure 
environment.

“

“
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Mary: I love to cook, and bake……unfortunately I have little time to do so.  Sometimes when I have a free 
Saturday or Sunday I will cook several dishes for the week.
I love vegetable dishes and seafood, soups and stews for the winter months are also my go to comfort 
foods.  

Syncmag: Are you a foodie? What is your favorite food & do you enjoy cooking yourself?

Mary: It is very hard to say that one entertains me more than another. Chinese, Greek, Armenian, Ukrainian, 
Japanese, South Americans, South Asians, Middle East, African, Mediterranean……the world is rich with 
many colorful cultures.  I love them all.
That is why I attend as many events as I can. Not only is it entertaining but I also learn the customs, music 
and dance of the various countries and regions. In fact it is like traveling to all four corners of the world 
without leaving Montreal.

Syncmag: Festivals are a reflection of a society. Which festivals entertain you most?

Mary: I do not have a crystal ball to see into the future. Montreal is home to over 200 different 
cultural communities.  We often talk about the living together. Respecting one another and accepting 
our differences.  We are blessed to live in a country that permits us to maintain our language, and our 
religion, to walk free and not be afraid, to live in a secure environment. But we also have responsibilities.  
We must learn to integrate into the society that we have adopted (or vice versa).  We must learn to respect 
the local laws and regulations, to respect our environment and our neighbors.  I truly believe that with time 
and the collective efforts of all there will be positive improvements for all, above all I sincerely wish for 
Peace throughout the world.

Syncmag: A word to the readers of how you see the upcoming years transforming the society?

Mary: November 5, 2017 is Election Day for all municipalities in the province of Quebec. Regardless where 
your readers live, I encourage them to go out and vote.  Go and vote for the individuals that have 
taken the responsibility to be candidates for city councilor, borough councilor, borough 
mayor or Mayor of your city.  These are the people who will work hard for the next four 
years managing your city.   In Montreal, Mayor Denis Coderre and his councilors have worked hard 
representing you and managing Montreal. We hope that you will continue to support our team.
Above all, please go out on November 5 and VOTE.

Undoubtedly, Mary is indeed a family oriented person with incredible support and love for the family.  Her balance between family and her work 
for the community surpasses any expectations. People adore her.

On behalf of Syncmag team we would like to congratulate Mary and her husband Paul, who will be celebrating their 45 year Weddng Anniversary 
this year.

Syncmag: What message will you like to give to People of Montreal for coming elections and regarding 
their responsibility to vote?
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Sneak Peak into Mary’s Socio-Political Life

Celebrating 45 Years of Togetherness
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Sneak Peak into Mary’s Socio-Political Life
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THE IIFA AWARDS BROUGHT THE BEST OF BOLLYWOOD 
WITH A STAR STUDDED AWARDS SHOW!

The celebrated IIFA Awards took over the city of 
New York with a dazzling awards show bringing 
together the biggest names of Bollywood in 
celebration of Indian Cinema. Giving Indian 
cinema a global platform, the Awards show held 
at the iconic MetLife Stadium at New York, USA.

This year the IIFA Awards stage saw Bollywood’s 
most dynamic duo- the talented stars Karan 
Johar and Saif Ali Khan - host India’s most 
awaited awards ceremony. The pair amazed the 
crowd present with their quick wit and zingers 
as leaving them in splits with their amusing one 
liners and on-stage chemistry.

IIFA Awards 2017

New York City 
Gears Up For The 
18Th Edition Of 

The IIFA Weekend 
And Awards!

Sync Feature
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IIFA
Green

      Carpet
    2017 
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IIFA
Highlights
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  NIGHT TIME ROUTINE 

FOR BEST OF YOURSELF
HACKS TO APPLY AT NIGHT FOR 

BEAUTIFUL SKIN AND BODY

You skin is your reflection of your appearance. Today where 
everybody is so focused on their outer look and good appearance, 
you also think of having the best skin and good body for yourself. 
Taking care and regulating small daily night routines will make 
a big difference and will please you too to the extent. Give 
yourself a little time daily and have a good night time routine. 
Here are some steps to take care of you!

ALWAYS CLEANSE
It is quite easy to simply fall into bed without 

taking the time to clear away the dirt and grime of 
the day, but it affects your skin clearly. Cleansing 
skin after the whole day germs and dirt on the 
skin is mandatory. You need to at least cleanse 
and massage your skin with cleanser a little bit to 
get the excess dirt and any cosmetic you applied 
throughout the day off.  For those with oily skin, 
use a cleanser with salicylic or glycolic acid.

OIL FOR YOU
Oil such as face oils and also the health 

improving oils are very beneficial for the internal 
and external body, hair and face. Firstly you need 
to figure out the best oil suitable for your skin. Your 
daily regime for oils should be there to improve 
yourself every day.  Rose face oil is very good for 
you ladies. It nourishes the face skin and gets it 
refreshed, smoother and finer than ever. Some 
organic oil daily usage will be quite advantageous 
for you. For example coconut oil daily helps to the 
dry skin and also hair. Similarly, apply tea tree oil 
for oily skin would be very helpful. Oils as a whole 
are very essential for you! 

SERUM
This is a can’t-miss step, as a serum 

distributes a concentrated dose of powerful 
ingredients for targeted results.  While you sleep, 

your cells work their solidest to repair, renovate 
and redevelop after a day of fighting external 
provokers, so it’s important not to avoid this 
step. Choose a serum that works with your 
skin’s own natural nighttime repair processes 
to help fake eight hours when you really got 
six.

MOISTURIZE 
Moisturizing your face should always come 

after a cleansing. When you wash your face, you 
wash away essential oils and nourishing your skin 
helps replenish it. If you have oily skin, make sure 
you are using a moisturizer that is water based 
and meant for your skin type. Take an extra couple 
minutes and use a deep moisturizer on the extra 
dry areas of your body, such as elbows, knees, 
heels and hands and feet.

WATER
Never forget to have at least 2 glasses 

of full water before your sleep. It not only will 
leave your skin fresh for the day but hydrate it all 
through the night giving you best skin all day long 
and night. Giving water to your self is very healthy 
for you body as well as skin.

EYE CREAM
Using an eye cream before bed will help target 

the gentle skin around your eyes to help them look 
firmer, livelier and more youthful from puffiness 
and dark circles to fine lines and crow’s feet.

APPLY A TONER
Use a toner that is specifically made for your 

skin type. Those with dry or normal skin shouldn’t 
use toners that encompass alcohol or it can annoy 
or dry your skin.  Toners help to eliminate any 
extra makeup and cleanser still on your face.

IIFA
Highlights
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Boots are what makes you classy even more with an overall outer 
appearance. You should decide your boots very actively and with 
an elegant manner. Make your way more interesting and eager to 
look. We have displayed some great looks those girls carried and 

the manner they wore boots with. Have a look guys!

Sync Fashion

        Ways To Wear Boots
              For The Upcoming Autumn Season

Fringe Boots and Black Jeans
Pretty cool. No?

Over the knee boots and 
knit dress

You must try this!
Green and blue with leather

Super graceful!

ROCK YOUR FEET
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ROCK YOUR FEET

Sync Fashion

Black trousers and 
perforated boots

Well I mean it has its own 
unique blend. Ya?

Oversized sweater and Red 
pump boots

Sassy

Black it!
Black is overwhelming always
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MODEST FASHION HIJAB LOOK
Very cool in its own way. The 

modest girls should try it!

Sync Style

The
Ultimate

Hijab Guide
Wear Hijab With A Style!

Well here, you will see some really 
graceful ways to wear hijab. For the 

ladies and girls who really find it 
difficult or uneasy to take hijab and 
make it look elegant too, the hijab 

guide is here for you. These are some 
most of the best ways to style your 

hijab aka scarf! 

THE BEAUTIFUL COMFI LOOK
It’s comfortable and 

fashionable at the same time, 
so what else will get you 
satisfied with your look?
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The
Ultimate

Hijab Guide
THE CLASSIC HIJAB LOOK

THE ELEGANT PASHMINA STYLE

THE SIMPLE AND EASY

This is the most girly, cute and classic look for 
your scarf you can wear this casually or at any 

event.
You should have a scarf in pashmina because 

there are pretty cool styles you can make with a 
pashmina scarf into hijab!

As it looks its simple, easy yet stunning in its 
own way!

Sync Style

EVERYDAY SIMPLE LOOK
Well, it’s a stylish look for everyday

hijab girls!
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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THE CLASSIC
KARACHI 
BIRYANI

Ingredients

For Chicken Masala
Chicken Pieces: 1 kg
Potato (quartered): 1
Oil: 1 cup
National Masalaydar Bombay Biryani: 
1 packet
Yogurt: 1 cup
Zarda / Orange Food Color: quarter 
teaspoon
Tomato (sliced) : 1
Green Chili (chopped): 6-8 (very spicy 
thin ones known as Malir ki Mirch)
Fresh Coriander: 4 tablespoons
Fresh Mint Leaves: 3 tablespoons
Lemon (sliced): 2
Dried plum (Aalo-bukara) : 5-6
Cooked Sayla-Rice: as explained
For Sayla Rice
Sayla Rice: 3 cups
National Cumin Seeds: 1 teaspoon
National Iodized Salt: 3 tablespoons
Water: 3 liters
Fresh Coriander: 1 teaspoon
Fresh Mint: 1 teaspoon

Method For Cooking Rice
Soak Sayla-Rice for at least three hours while changing the 
water at every hour.
In a large pot take approximately 3 liters of water; add National 
Cumin Seeds, National Iodized Salt, fresh coriander, and fresh 
mint leaves.
Bring to a rapid boil.
Now add the soaked rice and boil till it reaches teenkanni.
Strain and use it immediately for the biryani.

For Biryani
In a large pan put the chicken, potato, oil (reserve 2 tbsp), 
National Masalaydar Biryani Masala, and 1/2 cup of water. Turn 
up the heat to medium-high and cook with the lid covered for 
15 minutes. Turn the heat off and there should be little or no 
liquid left by this time.
In a mixing bowl whisk the yogurt and food color together and 
pour over the cooked chicken.
Place sliced tomato, green chilies, fresh coriander, fresh mint, 
lemon slices and dried plums on top of the chicken and yogurt 
layer.
Top the chicken with the Sayla-Rice. Cover with a lid and place 
a tawa underneath the pan. Cook on high flame for 10 minutes.
Turn the heat low; drizzle 2 tablespoons of water and 2 
tablespoons of oil on top of the rice layer.
Tightly cover with a lid. There should be no gaps, and give dum.
Serve hot accompanied with a cooling cucumber and yogurt 
raita.
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Sync Cuisine

Ingredients
• Beef fillets (thin slices) ½ kg
• Yogurt 100 gm
• Papaya paste 2 tbsp
• Onion 1 (fried, crushed)
• Ginger garlic paste 2 tbsp
• White cumin 1 tsp (roasted, 
crushed)
• Red chili 1 tbsp or to taste 
(crushed)
• All spice powder 1 tsp
• Turmeric powder ½ tsp
• Gram flour 4 tbsp (toasted)
• Mustard oil 4 tbsp
• Salt to taste
• For Garnish:
• Salad leaves 3 – 4
• Cucumber 2 – 3
• Tomato 2 – 3

Cooking Directions
1. Take a mixing bowl, put beef fillets and all the 
seasoning spices and ingredients in it.
2. Mix well and leave it for 2 – 3 hours.
3. Now thread the marinated beef on skewers of 
BBQ sticks.
4. You can BBQ, grill, bake or fry till done.
5. Serve hot on salad leaves, cucumber and 
tomato.

Desi Recipes are very special because of its 
traditional and delicious taste, these recipes are 
very common & most favorite of all the people in 
Muslim countries and beef is also enjoyed a lot in 
western countries as well. 

Beef Bihari Boti
Beef Bihari BBQ is cherished for its tenderness and 
spicy taste. Serve hot with mint raita and flatbread.

The Magic Of South Asian Food
The Delight Of Beef
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Mistakes We Do In Our Food Diets
YOUR PARADOX OF BEING HEALTHY

No Dairy?

Less Eating And Still Not Losing
You think certainly consuming less food will make your 
best diet and will keep you healthier and smarter than 
ever. But it isn’t healthy at all but in fact devastates you 
to more unhealthy side. On contrary you can also 
gain weight and weaknesses in your body. Very 
providently, you need to include foods that are 
healthy and good for your body as well which 
doesn’t only help to lose your weight but also 
should keep you healthy, stabilized and energetic.

One significant scale study found 
that keeping a daily food periodical 
doubled the amount of weight 
members lost. 
Investigators gamble that simply 
writing down what you put in 
your mouth makes you more 
answerable and cuts your daily   

    calories.
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Sync Health

Same routine always?
“You can’t perform the same exercises 
over and over and expect the same 
benefits,” To get improved results, follow 
the FIT principle: Vary the frequency, 
intensity or time.

Being A High-Calorie 
Health Nut

Snack Is Not In
Your List

Just as a food is well and healthy doesn’t 
mean you can eat a mount of it.  Swapping from 

white bread to whole wheat bread, eating nuts as 
a substitute of chips, using olive oil instead of butter 

these are all healthy changes. But they aren’t low-calorie 
replacements, so portion control is still important.

To keep your metabolism at its peak, you 
need to eat every three to four hours. 
“People think they need to eat less 
frequently, but really they need to 
eat more often, in smaller amounts,” 
nutritionist advises. “There’s no real 
reason you need to think in terms of 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.”
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Rhinestone Cowboy Singer Glen Campbell 
Dead At 81

US Hip-Hop Legends Wrap Up Newport 
Jazz Festival 

Glen Campbell, the grinning, high-pitched entertainer 
who had such hits as Rhinestone Cowboy and 

spanned country, pop, television and movies, has 
died. He was 81.
Campbell’s family said the singer died Tuesday 
morning in Nashville and publicist Sandy Brokaw 
confirmed the news. No cause was immediately given.
Campbell announced in June 2011 that he had been 
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and that it was in its early 
stages at that time.

United States: The Newport Jazz Festival wrapped up Sunday with a 
closing performance from the legendary hip-hop band “The Roots” 
as a new artistic director put his stamp on one of the world´s most 
venerable jazz carnivals.
The three-day festival in Rhode Island, which began in 1954, has 
been headlined over the years by jazz greats such as Miles Davis, 
Duke Ellington and John Coltrane under the stewardship of its 
founder-promoter George Wein. Since Wein stepped down last 
year, new artistic director Christian McBride has introduced a more 
eclectic line-up, featuring soul, Afro-Cuban and DJs as well as more 
traditional jazz stars such as Branford Marsalis who appeared on 
Saturday night.
McBride, who is himself a Grammy Award-winning bassist, said he 

was proud to feature “The Roots,” a band regarded as godfathers of hip-hop and best known in the United States as the house band of 
late-night comedian Jimmy Fallon. ”The one thing I think all these musicians have in common is that they all strive and achieve excellence,” 
McBride told AFP.

Los Angeles: Sony´s sci-fi production “The Dark Tower” led ticket sales in North American 
theaters this weekend, but its three-day take of a modest $19.2 million fell on a notably 
sluggish August weekend.
Co-produced by independent studio MRC, the movie based on the best-selling novels by 
horror and fantasy master Stephen King had the lowest chart-topping weekend take of the 
year, the Hollywood Reporter noted.  The film stars Tom Taylor as a boy who finds himself 
in another dimension where a gunslinger (Idris Elba) helps him try to save the world from 
enemies including a Man in Black (Matthew McConaughey). The film garners a paltry 18 
percent approval rating on the Rotten Tomatoes reviews site.

´Dark Tower´ leads box office 
but casts short shadow 
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